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This Afternoon’s Fresh Leads (4)

THIS AFTERNOON’S FRESH LEADS
Hello, Louis! We have four leads for your review this
afternoon. They will be matched at 5pm ET. Click the links
below to read the full profile, including detailed interview
notes.
Lead #301670
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VIEW FULL PROFILE →

This morning, Russ Davidson spoke with a heating, A/C and ventilation services
company in Kentucky who needs ERP including: inventory management, job cost,
CRM, work order management, GL, AP, and AR modules.
“This is an HVAC company that sells and installs HVAC products for commercial and
residential. They mostly deal with residential. They also have a full service
department and many technicians who will be out handling repair. This contact is
the owner of the business who desires a fully integrated solution for their accounting
(AP, AR, GL) needs...” (MORE)

Lead #301716
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VIEW FULL PROFILE →

This morning, Brent Laskowski spoke with a repair services company in Virginia
who needs mobile inventory management functionality for their warehouse and
service vehicles.
“This is a repair services company, that operates out of one centralized location, with
remote service technicians, and due to the fact that field technicians do not have
access to inventory levels in real-time with Desco, they are searching for a new
inventory management software solution. They are searching for a standalone, 10
concurrent user...” (MORE)

Lead #301708
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VIEW FULL PROFILE →

This morning, Russ Davidson spoke with a medical device manufacturer in New
Jersey who needs accounting capability.
“This is a medical device manufacturer that creates one single product with around
50 components. This contact is one of the founders of the company who desires a
solution to meet his accounting and inventory needs. He needs an inventory solution
with lot number tracking. This company does not utilize any software solution
currently as they are a...” (MORE)

Lead #301693
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VIEW FULL PROFILE →

This morning, Amanda Matusin spoke with a consulting company in Ontario who
needs accounting capability.
“This is a professional services business that provides operations, sales, and
marketing consultations for businesses in the hospitality industry. Until now, the
contact has been manually keeping track of the financials, and is motivated to
implement a solution to provide efficiency and organization for the business. He is
just in the beginning...” (MORE)

I’m here to help! My name is Monica Wilson, and I am your account representative. If you
have any questions about a lead or service membership, just let me know. I’d be happy to
provide assistance and help get you connected with new prospects.
MONICA@FINDACCOUNTINGSOFTWARE.COM • (414) 456-0500 EXT. 11

You are receiving this email because of your company’s participation in Sell Accounting Software’s partner network. If you
have any questions, please contact Monica Wilson at (414) 456-0500 ext. 11. To opt out of future messages, unsubscribe
here.

